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Abstract: Recently, SDL patterns have been introduced as a new concept to increase 
reusability in system design that is based on the formal description technique SDL. An 
integral part of this approach is the notion of pattern application, comprising the selec
tion, adaptation, and composition of SDL patterns with a (possibly empty) specification 
context. We argue that the application of SDL patterns is a general form of specializa
tion, supporting the reusability of design decisions, and compare it to the well-known 
reuse mechanism of inheritance in SDL. 

INTRODUCTION 

Inheritance is one of the key mechanisms of object-oriented system development to 
support reusability of design and implementations. It is based on the concept of spe
cialization, a (formal) relation between classes. Though being a semantic concept, spe
cialization is mostly captured syntactically in existing language approaches including 
formal description techniques (FDTs). This has the advantage that it is straightforward 
to use it as a basis for defming inheritance, and thus to apply this concept in practice. 

Previous work [4, 5] distinguishes between different kinds of inheritance. Incre
mental inheritance is the process of adding or redefining attributes tolof an existing 
class defmition, yielding new class definitions. However, there is no guarantee that the 
objects of the newly-derived class can replace objects of the parent class. Subtyping 
inheritance, on the other hand, ensures that objects of a subclass are also members of 
the corresponding superclass. Thus, the substitutability constraint is met. Subtyping 
inheritance of dynamic objects has been studied, for instance, in the context of CSP or 
ObjectZ. 

Though having a semantic foundation, subtyping inheritance does not by itself sup
port reusability during software development On the other hand, incremental inherit
ance, while boosting reusability, does not meet the substitutability constraint. 
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Therefore, some attempts have been made to [md restricted forms of incremental 
inheritance that meet this constraint, thus implying subtyping inheritance. Some results 
in this direction are reported in [4] (CSP), [5] (Object Z) and [13] (Estelle). From these 
results, it can be concluded that though being very elegant from a systematical point of 
view, the demand for substitutability strongly limits the applicability of incremental 
inheritance and thus reusability. Therefore, object-oriented languages usually support 
incremental inheritance without taking subtyping inheritance into account. 

In this paper, we consider incremental inheritance in the context of SDL (Specifi
cation and Description Language) [7, 14, 16]. SDL is a formal description technique 
for distributed systems in general and communication systems in particular. It has been 
developed and standardized by ITV-T, the International Telecommunications Union, 
and is widely used in industry and academia. SDL has several graphical language ele
ments, which improve readability of both system structure and component behavior. A 
further part of the industrial success of SDL is attributed to the existing commercial 
tool environments, supporting all phases of system development with SDL including 
analysis, simulation, and code generation. 

In [9, 11] we present the SDL pattern approach, which integrates the design pattern 
concept [2, 8] with SDL. Generally speaking, SDL patterns describe generic solutions 
for recurring design problems, which can be customized for a particular context. While 
conventional design patterns are specified independent of a possible design language, 
it is assumed that the target language for SDL pattern instantiation is SDL. Thereby, 
we benefit from the formal basis provided by SDL, so that SDL patterns are actually 
characterized as formalized design patterns. Instead of specifying and applying the 
patterns rather informally, a formal target language such as SDL offers the possibility 
of precisely specifying how to apply a specific pattern, under which assumptions this 
will be allowed, and what properties result for the embedding context. This is a major 
improvement as compared to conventional design patterns, which mainly rely on natu
ral language-based pattern description and, to a large degree, must still leave pattern 
application to the personal skills of the system designer. An integral part of the SDL
pattern approach is the notion of pattern application, comprising the selection, adapta
tion, and composition of SDL patterns with a (possibly empty) specification context. 
We argue that the application of SDL patterns is a general form of specialization, sup
porting the reusability of design decisions, and compare it to the well-known reuse 
mechanism of inheritance in SDL. 

The paper is organized as follows. First, we survey some object-oriented language 
constructs of SDL, with focus on inheritance, and summarize the SDL-pattem 
approach. Then, we elaborate on the notion of pattern application, which is an integral 
part of the SDL-pattern approach, and argue why we consider pattern application a 
particular form of specialization. We then compare pattern application and inheritance 
and finally draw conclusions. 

OBJECT·ORIENTATION IN SOL 

An SDL specification [7, 14, 16] is a formal description of both the architecture and 
the behavior of a system. Systems are hierarchically structured into blocks connected 
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by channels, which can in turn be decomposed into blocks or processes. While blocks 
are used for structuring purposes only, processes are assigned dynamic behavior con
sisting of internal actions and interaction by asynchronous signal exchange with other 
processes or the system environment. An SOL system is conceptually modeled as a set 
of asynchronously communicating extended fmite state machines (EFSMs). 

The starting point for the SOL language development dates back to 1972. In sev
eral steps, the language has been extended, and in 1988, a formal semantics was 
defined. In 1992, a m~or revision of SOL led to the addition of object-oriented lan
guage constructs, making SOL an object-oriented design language. We will now sur
vey these constructs as far as it is needed for the comparison of SOL-pattern 
application and SOL inheritance. 

Basic object-oriented concepts are object and class. For historical reasons, these 
concepts are named differently in SOL, the corresponding notions being instance and 
type. Examples of SOL instances are system, block, process, service, procedure, and 
signal. SOL instances have an identity, e.g., an explicit process id, and are character
ized by attributes such as structure, behavior, or values. Sets of instances can be 
defined by SOL types, e.g., block type, process type, service type, data type etc. SOL 
types can be specialized, leading to subtypes. The specialization of a type A can lead 
to additional attributes, i.e., structure, behavior, or data, as well as to the redefinition of 
existing attributes. SOL distinguishes between simple specialization (adding 
attributes) and advanced specialization (redefining attributes). Syntactically, special
ization is supported by an inheritance mechanism. In the following, we consider the 
specialization of behavior only; for further details, especially on specializing structure, 
see [7, 16]. 

Figure 1 gives examples of specialization by adding and/or replacing behavior. :ay 
inheriting from PIType, P2Type acquires all attributes (declarations, major states, 
transitions, gates etc.) from PI Type. Further attributes extending the process behavior, 
in particular a new transition (and possibly additional major states) and an extension of 
gate g I, are added. Note that in the defmition of PI Type, the input transition accepting 
sigl is declared as virtual. This allows the redefinition of this transition in process 
types that inherit PI Type as shown in P3Type (see Figure 1). If a virtual transition is 
redefmed, it is replaced by another transition. A redefined transition is again virtual by 
default unless it is marked as finalized. In general, certain constraints apply to the 
redefmition of virtual transitions. For instance, if the virtual transition is an input tran-

[sig1, sig2] [sIgS] [sIgS] 
g1 [slg3] g1 [slg4] g1 [slg4] 

Process Type P1 Type; Process TYJ)e P2Type r.P:-ro-c-es-s-=Ty~p'::;;e;:::P~3:::Typ:--e"":'ln-:h-erl-::-ts-:P:-1:::Typ:--e-'; 
Inherits P1 Type; 

Figure 1. Specialization of behavior in SDL 
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sition, the redefined transition must be an input transition, a priority input transition, or 
a save construct; virtual spontaneous transitions must be redefmed into spontaneous 
transitions, etc. 

Further specialization is possible in SDL with respect to structure. For instance, a 
block type A specializing a block type B inherits all attributes, i.e., all declarations, 
instantiations, connections, of B and can add further attributes. As in case of transi
tions, block types or process types may be declared as virtual, which allows one to 
replace this block type in a specialization of the containing class specification. This 
option is necessary in cases where the interaction of added instances with inherited 
instances influences their behavior. Also, signals can inherit attributes of other signals 
while adding further signal parameters. Finally, we note that SDL does not support 
multiple inheritance. 

THE SOL-PATTERN APPROACH 

This section summarizes concepts for a construction set of protocol building blocks 
from which a protocol designer can select SDL patterns and configure them to a cus
tomized, formal protocol specification. In order to get highly flexible building blocks 
and to increase the quality of resulting products, we combine the design pattern 
approach with SDL. For further details, the reader is referred to [9, 11]. 

SDL patterns and methodology 

Scattered parts of a given SDL specification together may perform a certain function
ality. By analysis, abstraction, and documentation, such a design solution can be 
reused whenever the design problem arises again. This is the main idea of software 
patterns in general and SDL patterns in particular. Roughly speaking, an SDL pattern 
is characterized as a reusable software artifact that represents a generic solution for a 
recurring design problem. It is assumed that SDL be the applied design language. 
SDL patterns serve three main purposes: 
• First, SDL patterns are descriptive in nature. That is, they describe design expertise 

and experiences gained in prior projects and allow to pass this knowledge on to 
other developers. A collection of patterns can therefore be seen as some kind of 
textbook. 

• SDL patterns generate a design solution for a given problem. Therefore, the solu
tion is described by an SDL fragment that consists of several syntactical elements 
(e.g., transition fragments), which may be scattered over the context specification. 
Additionally, application guidelines describe when the pattern could be applied and 
how to adapt the SDL fragment and compose it with the given context specifica
tion. 

• Furthermore, SDL patterns help to document a given design. The information about 
embedded pattern instances can be inserted during pattern-based design, i.e., when 
applying a pattern (top-down documentation). However, pattern information can 
also be inserted into a given SDL specification by pattern-based reverse engineer
ing (bottom-up documentation). Therefore the SDL specification is scanned for 
pattern instances and enriched with suitable pattern comments. 
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Figure 2. SOL-pattern description template 

The specification of an SDL pattern is organized by a standard description template 
(Figure 2). Its main items are sketched in the following: the syntactical part of the 
design solution is defined by the generic SDL fragment, which has to be adapted and 
textually embedded into the context specification when applying the pattern. Adapta
tion and composition of SDL fragments is prescribed in terms of syntactical embed
ding rules, which, e.g., guide the renaming of generic identifiers or specialization of 
embedding design elements. Usually pattern semantics are not completely captured by 
an SDL fragment. Due to language constraints, this would otherwise result in an over
specification of the design solution and reduce the reuse potential. Thus, additional 
semantic properties specify preconditions for pattern application as well as behavioral 
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changes of the embedding context. Though semantic properties are currently stated in 
natural language, it is possible to express them precisely in temporal logic. Also, 
restrictions on the refinement of pattern instances are specified in order to prevent a 
pattern's intent from being destroyed by subsequent development steps. Figures 6 and 
8 show instances of the description template. 

In general, the SOL pattern concept is not restricted to any application domain. 
This means that SOL patterns can be defmed for any domain where SOL is applicable 
and can deal with system architecture or behavior. However, in the SFB 501 project 
we are concerned with the generic engineering of communication software. Therefore, 
the current pool of SOL patterns contains building blocks from the domain of commu
nication protocols that deal, for instance, with the interaction behavior of distributed 
objects (an example is illustrated in Figure 6), error control (lost or duplicated mes
sages, see Figure 8), lower layer interfacing, or dynamic creation of protocol entities. 
Not included so far are SOL patterns dealing with system architecture. This is a matter 
of future work. 

Along with the standard template for SOL pattern description, we have also 
defined a process model for the application of SOL patterns. The configuration process 
suggests an incremental design, where separate protocol functionalities are specified 
one after the other. During the design activity of each development step, one or more 
SOL patterns can be applied: based on the current SOL context specification and the 
protocol functionality to be incorporated, a proper set of SOL patterns is to be 
selected'. As SOL patterns represent generic design solutions, a selected pattern, 
respectively its corresponding SOL fragment, has to be adapted to seamlessly fit the 
embedding (context) specification (e.g., generic signal names have to be set according 
to the pattern's syntactical embedding rules). Finally, the pattern instance is ready to 
be composed with the embedding specification. Application of patterns in the sense of 
selection, adaptation, and composition is specifically supported by certain items of the 
SOL-pattern description template. The result of this design activity is an intermediate 
SOL design specification, which serves as the context specification for the next devel
opment step. 

Test projects and tool support 

In order to show the feasibility of the SOL-pattern approach, we conducted several test 
projects. For instance, we have performed an SOL-pattern based re-engineering of 
most parts of the Internet Stream Protocol ST2+ [6], resulting in a systematic and for
mal SOL design specification. Thereby a very large portion of the final ST2+ specifi
cation resulted from SOL patterns. In particular, we demonstrated how SDL pattern
based design can boost the developer's confidence in the correctness of the resulting 
product Another test project was part of a more comprehensive project where a real
time communication subsystem was developed on top of a Controller Area Network 
(CAN) installation. In [10] we demonstrate how the protocols supporting user commu
nication and certain management tasks were configured using SOL patterns. We also 

* Note that for some design problems the pool of pre-defined building blocks may not contain an adequate 
solution. 1bis gives rise to the development of a new SDL pattern or an ad hoc solution. 
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applied the SDT Cadvanced code generator to implement the resulting design specifi
cation on a PC cluster. Again, it turned out that SOL-pattern based configuring of com
munication protocols yields more systematic designs, i.e., readability and 
maintainability is improved and less design errors occur, since the design decisions are 
well founded and documented. 

The SOL-pattern approach offers several possibilities for tool support, ranging 
from search engines for pattern repositories to verification tools for pattern application 
[3]. Currently, we are developing a prototype SOL-pattern editor, called SPEEDI. 
SPEEDI supports documentation as well as adaptation and composition of SOL pat
terns. Implicit documentation of an SOL specification by highlighting embedded pat
tern instances allows to grasp the elements of a design solution all at once. Readability 
is further improved by providing a convenient way to navigate through the design and 
to collapse inspected pattern instances. ~uring adaptation and composition of a pat
tern, SPEEDI assists in the renaming of generic identifiers and the observation of the 
pattern's embedding rules. 

EXAMPLES OF PATTERN APPLICATION 

So far, we have applied the term pattern application in a rather broad sense, where pat
tern selection, adaptation, composition, and validation was subsumed In the follow
ing, we restrict the notion of pattern application to the more syntactical subtasks of 
pattern adaptation and composition. In this sense we give two examples. which shall 
illustrate how SOL patterns are applied. The examples are taken from a former test 
project [12], where a real-time communication subsystem was customized in order to 
control an "inverted pendulum" simulation over a Token-Ring LAN. The specifica
tions below resulted from the fast and third development step, respectively. However. 
only ~o of the pattern applications, which fmally implemented the procedures for 
connection establishment, are demonstrated. For reasons of simplicity. other protocol 
functionalities (e.g., the reservation of sufficient network resources to guarantee a 
specified quality of service during data transfer) are omitted. 

According to our process model, starting point for a pattern application is an SOL 
context specification and a corresponding design problem. For our first example, the 
context specification is shown in Figures 3 and 5. Figure 3 illustrates the system archi-

Figure 3. Architectural overview 
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MSCconnection setup accepted 

MSC connection setup refused 

Sendi{'lg 
Application 

Figure 4. Interaction scenarios for connection setup 

tecture, which consists of two communication subsystems - one for the sending side 
and one for the receiving side. The behavior of each subsystem is specified by its own 
SDL process. Figure 5 shows the definition of the process types. As can be seen, only 
communication between SendingApplication and SendingProtocolMachine has been 
considered so far. Note that Sending Application and ReceivingApplication are part of 
the environment and therefore not explicitly modeled. 
The design problem to be solved in the current development step is illustrated by the 
Message Sequence Charts (MSC) [15] of Figure 4: we need to realize three cascaded 
two-way handshakes between SendingApplication and SendingProtocolMachine, 
SendingProtocolMachine and ReceivingProtocolMachine, and finally between 
ReceivingProtocolMachine and ReceivingApplication. 

Process Type SendingProtocolMachine Process Type ReceivingProtocolMachine 

Figure 5. Partial description of 
sending and receiving protocol 
machine 
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o SlartRequeSlD 

Figure 6. Excerpt of the SDL pattern B/ockingRequestRep/y 

To fully implement the described interaction scenario between the four agents, one 
pattern is applied several times. The pattern that performs the two-way handshake 
between Sending Application and SendingProtocolMachine is already embedded into 
the context specification (Figure 5). The pattern application discussed in the following 
covers the part shaded grey in Figure 4. We skip the pattern selection activity here and 
state that this kind of interaction behavior corresponds to the SOL pattern BlockingRe
questReply. An excerpt of the pattern is given in Figure 6. 

In general, pattern application is a relation between two SOL specifications, which 
is expressed by an UML [1] object model in combination with an SOL fragment (e.g., 
see Figure 6) as follows. The design elements of the context specification are marked 
by the symbol ,.. in the UML object model. The specialization of design elements 
through pattern application is represented by the relation .. called design element 
specialization (or d-specialization for short). ~uring pattern application, all d-special
izations are applied simultaneously, leading to the replacement of the original design 
elements. In addition, new associations may be established througb pattern applica
tion, which can be represented as usual in the UML model. 
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Process Type SendingProtocolMachine Process Type ReceivingProtocolMachine 

Figure 7. Refined description 
of sending and receiving pro
tocol machine after applying 
the B/ockingRequestRep/y 
pattern 

In case of the BlockingRequestReply pattern (Figure 6), the structural diagram 
shows two design elements (Automaton_A and Automaton_B) participating in the pat
tern application. The resulting design elements (now called RequestAutomaton_A and 
ReplyAutomaton_B) are derived as defmed by the SDL fragments, and are in a two
way handshake association. In our example, SendingProtocolMachine corresponds to 
(Request)Automaton_A and ReceivingProtocolMachine plays the role of 
(Reply)Automaton_B. 

Adapting the BlockingRequestReply pattern divides into two activities: frrstly, sev
eral generic identifiers (e.g., state or signal names) must be renamed in order to fit the 
context specification. Secondly, some refinements are necessary that complete the 
behavior of the embedded pattern instance. Note that these refmements characterize 
variant parts of the design solution generated by the SDL pattern, while invariant parts 
are captured by the pattern description. The trade-off between variant and invariant 
parts of the design solution strongly influences the reusability of the pattern. Figure 7 
shows the SDL specification after applying the BlockingRequestReply pattern, where 
the embedded pattern instance is shaded grey. A comparison with the SDL fragment of 
Figure 6 reveals the applied renaming and refmement steps. For instance, the- generic 
signal names request, reply1, and reply2 have become Connect, Confirm, and Discon
nect, respectively, in the embedded pattern instance. Similarly, the informal 'decision' 
has been refined according to the receiver answer to the connect message. Note that 
renaming and refmement steps are constrained by the syntactical embedding and 
refinement rules of the pattern description (not shown in Figure 6). Composition of the 
pattern instance with the embedding context is also prescribed by syntactical embed
ding rules. In case of BlockingRequestReply the protocol designer must determine the 
"triggering point" of the two-way handshake, i.e., the (preexisting) transition of the 
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Figure 8. Excerpt of the SDL pattern TimerControl/edRepeat 
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context, where the procedure call should be placed. Apart from that, composition 
means a textual insertion of the adapted SDL fragment. 

We now turn to the second example of an SDL pattern application. Though we skip 
a complete development step from our former test project, the relevant part of the con
text specification is already covered by Figure 7. The design problem we want to solve 
now is to recover from message losses, i.e., we expect that Connect, Confirm, or Dis
connect signals are sometimes lost during data transfer. To cope with lost messages, 
the TimerControlledRepeat pattern (Figure 8) is applied. TimerControlledRepeat 
relies on a confirmed message exchange between SendAutomaton and Acknowl
edgeAutomaton. If an expected reply does not arrive before the expiry of a timer, the 
message is repeated (Positive Acknowledgment with Retransmission) a maximum 
number of times. In our context specification AskReceiver corresponds to SendAutom-
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atoniPARAutomaton, while ReceivingProtocolMachine corresponds to Acknowl
edgeAutomaton. The confumed message exchange that has to be controlled was just 
introduced by the BlockingRequestReply pattern of our first example. Again,. adapta
tion of the pattern divides into renaming of generic identifiers and some minor refine
ment steps. Note, however, that ReceivingProtocolMachine is not touched at all by the 
pattern application (see structural diagram of the pattern description, Figure 8), 
although it is required as part of the context specification. For composition of the pat
tern instance, it is necessary that the protocol designer gives positioning information, 
where the pattern elements have to be placed within the embedding context the timer 
is set the first time when the message is sent the first time. The timer is reset whenever 
an expected confirmation has been received. Finally, the states that are prepared to 
consume a confumation must also accept and react to a timer signal that triggers the 
retransmission. It should be mentioned that retransmission may lead to duplication of 
messageS. Therefore, additional SOL patterns have been applied in subsequent design 
steps that are not discussed here. 

COMPARISON OF SDL INHERITANCE AND SDL-PAITERN APPLICATION 

So far, we have listed examples of SOL inheritance and SOL-pattern application. In 
this section, we will investigate how these concepts are related, and to what degree one 
concept can be expressed in terms of the other one. First, this will lead to ·a better 
understanding of SOL-pattern application, as this new concept can partially be 
explained based on an existing SOL concept. Second, it indicates a generalization of 
this SOL concept The results are summarized in Table 1. 

We start with an example where SOL-pattern application can be expressed by SOL 
specialization. Consider the application of the TimerControlledRepeat pattern, as 
shown in Figure 8, which results in a modification of the procedure AskReceiver 

Procedure AskReceiver 
returns answer Boolea:=n;~=:::::;r=~t::=:;==-__ ~;;;:::;I, 

Figure 9. Refined description of procedure AskReceiver after applying the 
TimerControlledRepeat pattern 



(Figure 9). This modification can be expressed in terms of 
SDL specialization by redefining the input transitions of the 
given context (dashed symbols), and by adding another tran
sition that consumes the signal 'timerName' as shown in 
Figure 9. All that is required is that the redefmed input tran
sitions are declared as virtual. The resulting relationship is 
visualized by the UML diagram in Figure 10, where 
AskReceiver2 specializes (inherits) AskReceiver 1. 

Here, the question arises to what degree SDL specializa
tion covers SDL-pattern application in the previous situa
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Figure 10. SOL-pat
tern application in 
terms of SOL specia
lization: TimerCon
trol/edRepeat 

tion. If we can express SDL-pattern application as SDL specialization, then this gives 
rise to a class hierarchy, consisting, on each level, of superclasses and subclasses: in 
the previous example, AskReceiver2 is a subclass of AskReceiver1. This class hierar
chy documents the incremental nature of the development process; however, as we are 
interested in the final class description only, and have the information about SDL-pat
tern application available, intermediate classes may be eliminated. 

To what degree can the context of a SDL-pattern application be captured by SDL 
language constructs? We have noted already that in case of the TimerControlledRepeat 
pattern, this context can be given by an SDL specification fragment as shown in 
Figure 8, with virtual input transitions. However, this context is not complete: if we 
look at the structure item of the pattern, this shows that there has to be another class, 
which - though it remains unmodified by the pattern application - must have a partic
ular relationship with AskR eceiver 1. 

Based on these observations, we draw a first conclusion, that the syntactical por
tion of SDL-pattern application can indeed be expressed syntactically by SDL special
ization in case of the TimerControlledRepeat pattern, but that there are further aspects 
that go beyond SDL specialization. This means that we have language support only as 
far as the syntactic modifications are concerned. 

Next. we consider the application of the BlockingRequestReply pattern, shown in 
Figure 6. Application of this pattern results in the modification of two process types, 
namely SendingProtocolMachine and ReceivingProtocolMachine. Each of these mod
ifications can again be expressed in terms of SDL specialization, either by redefming 
an existing transition and adding an attribute (SendingProtocoIMachine), or by adding 
further transitions (ReceivingProtocoIMachine). This situation is visualized by the 
UML diagrams in Figure lla. 

We point out here that the SDL-pattern description requires SendingProtocolMa
chine and ReceivingProtocolMachine to be modified simultaneously. However, the 

w ~ 
Figure 11; SOL-pattern application in terms of SOL specialization: B/ockingRequestRep/y 
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UML diagrams in Figure lla are uncotmected, meaning that SOL specialization as 
described here considers each process type independently, which does not reflect the 
aforementioned constraint. To avoid this problem, one could think of redefining the 
closest SOL type that contains both process type definitions, i.e., CommunicationSys
tem. SOL specialization permits to redefine structure of a system type that is declared 
virtual by replacing the block types suitably. Thus, the application of the BlockingRe
questReply pattern can be expressed in terms of SOL specialization by a redefinition 
on system level, as shown in Figure lIb. 

This is not the language support one might expect, as it requires a new specifica
tion of the components replacing the block types of CommunicationSysteml, thus 
obscuring the modifications that have actually been made. These modifications are not 
on system level, but on process level. Nevertheless, they can be understood as a spe
cialization of the closest SOL type containing the process types. We observe here that 
this kind of specialization is only indirectly supported by SOL specialization, as 
explained before. The reason is that SOL specialization is possible only on the upper 
refinement level of the specialized type, which is not sufficient in the considered case. 
Therefore, we argue that it would be useful and systematic to generalize the notion of 
SOL specialization by allowing simultaneous modifications inside the components 
(blocks, processes, services) of an SOL type. This generalized form of specialization 
would adequately support the application of most of the SOL patterns that are cur
rently defined in our protocol pattern pool. 

Figure 12. 
SDL-pattern 
application: 
DuplicateHandle 

Another requirement on language support is to modify a process description by 
adding a new signal parameter to one of the input signals. This is for example neces
sary for most applications of the SOL pattern DuplicateHandle (see [12] for a descrip
tion of this pattern). There, an identifier is added to each signal in order to recognize 
duplicates. Furthermore, an input transition is refined by an additional branch where 
duplicates are handled. This is illustrated in Figure 12. With the specialization con
cepts of SOL, adding a new transition branch can be done by redefining the input tran
sition. Adding a signal parameter, however, is much more complicated. In principle, 
an SOL signal type can be specialized by adding new signal parameters as follows: 

signal 81; 1* definition of signal type S1 without a parameter */ 
signal 82 inherits 81 adding (P); /* signals of type 82 contain a parameter of type P */ 

However, the SOL specification must then be refined to deal with the signal subtype 
S2 instead of the signal supertype Sl. For instance, all relevant input transitions must 
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Process Type Receiver Block Type Subsystem Block Type Subsystem1 Block Type Subsystem2 
<sIgnal slg atleast S1> Inherits Subsystem1; 

~ 
[Aeceiver] [Virtual Aeceiver ) ( .. claflnad Aecelve~ II Subsystem] I 

519 ~ 
1$1121 H 0 ~ A: Aeceiver ) 

[52] ," - - - -~, I SubyYstem2 I A: Aeceiver<52> ~.R: Aeceiver J 
"' ____ .1 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

Figure 13. SOL-pattern application in terms of SOL specialization: DuplicateHandle 

be modified. In order to make an SOL type independent from the context in which it is 
defined, so-called context parameters are applied. One would expect that parameteriz
ing Receiver with a signal context parameter as shown in Figure 13a would solve the 
problem. In this case, it would be possible to instantiate Receiver with a subtype of S1, 
in our case S2 (Figure 13b). However, the additional parameter p of S2 is not accessi
ble in the defmition of Receiver (Figure 13a). Therefore, it is not possible to specialize 
the input transition by adding the additional transition branch. One would have to add 
the new parameter p also to the signal name in the input symbol. However, this kind of 
specialization is not supported by SOL. We therefore have to defme Receiver as a vir
tual process type (Figure 13c) and redefme it by specializing the embedding block type 
(Figures 13d,e). 

Another problem appears with architectural SOL patterns such as the DynamicEn
titySet pattern [12]. An SOL block type or system type can be specialized by adding 
new blocl\s, processes, channels, signals, or gates or by redefining virtual blocks or 
processes. Other modifications, e.g., removing a process or redefming a channel, are 
not supported. However, for the DynamicEntitySet pattern it is, for instance, necessary 
to re-route an existing channel, i.e., to disconnect it first and then connect it to a newly 
introduced process. It turns out that not all kinds of structural changes are directly sup
ported by SOL specialization. However, the example above can again be modeled by 
redefming a higher-level block. 

Table 1. Comparison of SOL inheritance and SOL-pattern application 

SOL inheritance SOL-pattern application 

expresses commonalities between types by defin-
documents incremental development steps by defining 

ing relations within one specification 
(class-based inheritance) relations between different specifications 

applies to a single SOL type 
applies to a (possibly empty) set of design elements 
(SOL specification units, e.g., types, transitions, signals 

specialization only possible on the upper simultaneous specialization of different 
refinement level of the SOL type design elements on all refinement levels possible 

refinement of transitions cannot be constrained refinement of transitions can be constrained 

no support for: support for: 

• adding new signal parameters 
• re-routing channels and signal routes 
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CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we have argued that the application of SOL patterns is a general form of 
specialization, supporting the reusability of design decisions, and have compared it to 
the well-known reuse mechanism of inheritance in SOL. As it has turned out, the con
cepts are related, but are introduced with different objectives. While SOL inheritance 
aims at expressing commonalities between types within a specification, SDL-pattern 
application focuses on external reuse of design decisions and documentation of incre
mental development steps. Nevertheless, we have shown that certain syntactical 
aspects of pattern application are in some cases expressible by SOL specialization . 

. However, due to certain language restrictions, we had to use a different relation called 
design element specialization to cover further cases. Also, pattern application allows 
one to define constraints under which desirable properties of the resulting SOL specifi
cation are achieved. This goes beyond the purely syntactical use of SOL inheritance. 
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